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From exhibition & event structures to  
branding, we provide a truly turn-key solution.

We design & create event scaffolding structures, towers, ramps, 
staircases & complete overlay for our clients in the events industry.
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STRUCTURES
Along with scaffolding, Event & Media Structures ltd 
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Marquee Sub-Structures &  
Ground-Levelling Platforms 3

Main uses include
●  Temporary ice skating rinks

●  Marquees & cabin sub-structures

●  Event walkways & raised platforms

●  Viewing & wheelchair platforms 

●  Outdoor exhibition stands

●  Shows & exhibitions

Event & Media Structures  
ltd can provide marquee  
sub-structures for any event.

Our superb scaffold support 
systems and ground-levelling 
solutions allow you complete 
freedom when choosing the 
location of your event structure.
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Using traditional scaffolding or Layher  
systems, we offer a tried and tested  
solution, ready to brave the harshest  
of environments.

We can custom design, engineer and  
construct each freestanding structure to  
the specific aesthetical requirements of  
our customer. We also offer a branding  
service to provide a turn-key solution. 

Score & Advertising boards4

Our scoreboards have 
seen outings at multiple 
prestigious sporting 
events and occasions 
for many years.

Main uses include
●  Scoreboards/Leaderboards

●  Promotional content

●  Way finding signs

●  Public information

●  Sponsorship advertising

●  Event information
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Towers & Platforms 5

The staff at Event & Media 
Structures ltd have provided 
bespoke camera towers  
and state of the art  
viewing platforms  
to some of the  
largest names  
in media.

Whether you’re 
broadcasting,  
recording or  
spectating, we have 
everything covered.  
From design and 
engineering to  
hoarding and  
coverings, Event &  
Media Structures  
ltd will take care of  
every incidental.

We provide
●  Camera towers 

●  Security towers

●  Lighting platforms 

●  Commentary platforms 

●  Mobile towers 

●  Spectator towers 

●  Promotional towers 

●  Cable towers



6 Fencing & Barriers

When it comes to event crowd 
control, Event & Media Structures  
ltd have you covered. Fully compliant  
with health and safety legislation,  
our fencing and barrier solutions  
offer practicality whilst ensuring your  
event-goers are well protected and  
able to enjoy themselves as intended.

We’ll listen to your needs 
and provide you with  
a tailor made solution.  

Event & Media Structures 
ltd are able to provide 
our customers with  
a truly bespoke  
ramping solution. 
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7Ramps

●  Anti-climb fencing 

●  Pedestrian gates 

●  Vehicle gates & barriers

●  Wooden picket fencing 

●  Fence sheeting 

●  Fixed feet barriers

●  Pit barriers

●  Police ‘D’ barriers

●  Flat feet barriers

●  Plastic one piece barriers

●  Pedestrian access barriers

Fencing and barrier options inlude

From public access ramps to glamorous 
VIP hospitality entrances, Event & Media 
Structures ltd have everything covered. 
We offer a range of professional finishes 
including: painted hoarding, branding, 
multiple platform surfaces and a variety 
of handrail applications.
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From temporary fire escape 
staircases to front of house 
marquess entrances, Event  
& Media Structures ltd will  
help you access all areas.

We provide an extensive range of sizes 
and many configurations to suit any 
height, shape or space limitation.

Our staircases can be provided stand-
alone or combined with our range of 
platforms, stages and walkways. We offer 
a choice of floor coverings, handrails and 
cladding to suit all applications.

8 Stairs
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At Event & Media Structures ltd  
we pride ourselves on our 'can  
do attitude' which is why our staff 
have had the pleasure of working  
on some of the most complex  
and individual event projects.

From interactive art installations to  
pop-up cinemas, we always work  
closely with our clients from design  
to completion; ensuring that their  
vision becomes reality.

Our ever-expanding portfolio includes: 
fashion show catwalks, suspended DJ 
booths, interactive video game structures 
and entire nightclubs constructed from 
scaffolding. Our Creative Team believe  
that no project is impossible, which has  
given us the opportunity to work on  
some of the most interesting projects  
the events industry has seen.

9Bespoke Structures

We have created
●  Snowboard, skate and 

 motocross ramps and berms

●  Brand awareness concepts

●  Fashion show catwalks

●  Scaffold art sculptures

●  Climbing walls

●  Exhibition platforms

●  Scaffold nightclub

●  Scaffold buildings

●  Scaffold mazes
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For temporary assault runs or 
obstacle courses, look no further 
than Event & Media Structures ltd.

Taking a broad concept or simple idea, 
we can design, engineer, construct and 
event manage your activity,

From rope swings and climbing frames 
to monkey bars and zip lines, we can 
accommodate an event of any scale. No 
obstacle course is an obstacle too high.

10 Obstacle Courses
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When it comes to handrails,  
the staff at Event & Media  

Structures ltd have a  
wealth of experience  

in providing the  
right option to suit  

any occasion.

11Handrails
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From glass balustrades suitable for 
VIP areas to simple back of house Key 
Clamp systems, we have everything 
you need to ensure the safety of your 
customers whilst maintaining visually 
pleasing aesthetics.

For situations that require something 
extra special, we offer a fully bespoke 
manufacturing service. 

For situations that  
require something  
extra special, we  
offer a fully bespoke 
manufacturing service.



From over-water walkways  
to marathon finish line bridges,  
the staff at Event & Media 
Structures ltd have assisted 
our customers in delivering 
outstanding structures for  
many years.

Not only are bridges a practical access 
solution for your event, they can also be 
a great way to display key information 
and advertising. We offer a complete 
‘dressing up’ package in which the 
structure can be decorated in various 
finishes including: painted timber 
cladding, high density netting and  
full branding.
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12 Bridges

We are compliant with 
relevant safety regulations

We can build bridges for
●  Temporary pedestrian access

●  Vehicle access

●  Pedestrian crossings

●  Disabled access

●  Sound and lighting rigs

●  Promotional advertising

●  Event entrances and exits

●  Sporting event start and finish lines

●  Cable and/or water transportation



Our experienced team will design, 
engineer and construct your 
seating, providing you with a 
hassle free service from start 
to finish. 

As always, health & safety procedures 
will be implemented throughout  
the process; giving you a stress  
free service and peace of mind.

“Please be seated”

We know that your event will have 
very specific seating requirements. 
With this in mind, we offer each client 
a unique indoor or outdoor seating 
solution, whatever the size or 
scale of the event. 

Event & Media Structures ltd    13

13Seating

We provide seating for
●  Sporting events

●  Marketing showcases

●  Fashion shows

●  Public announcements

●  Theatre productions

●  Galas and fêtes
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14 / vantage event structures

From small performance podiums 
to large festival stages, the staff at 
Event & Media Structures ltd have 
constructed staging for many events 
across the UK and Europe.

Whether you need a bespoke catwalk  
for a fashion show in Milan or a floating 
stage for a summer time festival on 
the river, we can help. All stages are 
engineered to current safety standards 
with full structural calculations, allowing 
you to focus on the things that matter to 
you most.
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Staging

We provide stages for
●  Event security services
●  Festivals
●  DJ's
●  Modular application
●  Outside and indoor use
●  Conferences
●  Weddings
●  Catwalks
●  Opening ceremonies
●  Sporting events
●  Dance floors
●  Concerts
●  State visits
●  Private functions



15Emergency Temporary Buildings 
and Crisis Support Structures
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Event and Media Structures Ltd 
are perfectly equipped to install  
a wide variety of emergency 
structures and space solutions,  
rapidly and efficiently. Everything  
from emergency hospitals and 
vaccination centres, to crime scene 
spaces and recovery and rescue 
infrastructure - we have it covered. 

We also provide emergency  
classrooms and canteen spaces,  
as well as additional warehousing  
and storage areas – providing a  
service to suit you.

We provide
●  Additional warehousing

●  Brexit storage tents

●  Crime scene spaces

●  Drive-thru testing areas

●  Emergency classrooms

●  Emergency canteen spaces

●  Emergency hospitals 

 & vaccination centres

●  Quarantine tents

●  Recovery and rescue infrastructure

●  Scaffold towers & platforms

●  Social distancing barriers 

 & screening systems

●  Temporary mortuaries

●  Temporary pedestrian 

 bridges and walkways

●  Temporary signage structures 

●  Temporary ramps & stairs

●  Temporary roofs and buildings

●  Temporary way finding bridges



At Event and Media Structures one of our passions is working with artists 
and fashion brands, to create installation art works constructed from scaffold.  
Our collaborations have appeared in large retail stores, galleries and public  
spaces throughout the UK and Europe.

16 Art & Design
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To date, we’ve worked with 
internationally celebrated artists Graham 
Hudson, Carsten Holler and Eyal Burstein, 
to create installation sculptures, that 
have appeared at the Victoria & Albert 
Museum and The Hayward Gallery in 
London. We’ve also worked on projects for 
Graham Hudson at the Art Basel Festival 
in Switzerland. Our scaffold structures 
have appeared on the runway at London 
Fashion Week and in Burberry’s flagship 
store as well as Selfridges in London.

For more information or if you just  
want to chat about an idea - please  
get in touch and we’ll be happy to help.

17Art & Design
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SPACES
We always thrive on a creative challenge at Event & 

Media Structures ltd and we’ve delivered some of the 
most unique spaces the events industry has ever seen.

●  Marquees and Covered Platforms 19
●  Permanent Broadcasting Studios and Commentary boxes 20
●  Temporary Broadcasting Studios and Commentary boxes 22
●  Custom-built Spaces 24
●  Temporary Roofs 25
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Marquees and covered 
platforms are the perfect 
temporary indoor space  
solution for any type of event. 
Working with our partners,  
we are able to offer a  
complete marquee design  
and construction service  
from sub-structure to  
furnishings and fittings.

Event & Media Structures ltd    19

19Marquees and Covered Platforms
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… we are on hand to  
provide you with a safe  
and stylish marquee  
to suit any occasion.

Optional extras include
●  Heating or air conditioning

●  Roller shutters

●  Fire doors

●  One, two and three-storey marquees

●  Balconies

●  Access ramps and stairs

●  Walkways



20

From acoustic solutions to 
WC facilities, Event & Media 
Structures ltd source and 
construct every aspect of the 
build. We are also on hand  
to provide an access solution  
to the build if it's situated in 
the top tier of the stand or  
an awkward area to access.

  STRUCTURE

  CLADDING
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  STAIRS

Permanent Broadcasting 
Studios and Commentary boxes



We have designed  
and built studios for
●  Premier League Football clubs

●  Championship Rugby teams

●  Major outdoor sporting venues

●  State visits

●  Competitive gaming

●  Media and PR

●  Security

●  External filming

●  Live streaming

From sporting events to  
televised occasions of public 
interest, our renowned commentary 
boxes will put you where you  
need to be; at the heart of all  
the action. Our structures can be 
commissioned for broadcasting  
as well as surveillance at events 
where clear views of the venue  
are required.

21
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We have options for 
commentary boxes with  
180º and 360º views 
or can design and 
construct a purpose built 
structure to your exact 
event requirements.

Permanent Broadcasting 
Studios and Commentary boxes



We stay up to date with cutting edge 
construction technologies so our customers 
always have the best solution possible.

Working on high profile  
sporting events is something  
we have become accustomed 
to here at Event & Media 
Structures ltd. There are not 
many sporting leagues more 
prestigious than the English 
Premier League, which is 
why newly promoted teams 
call us time and time again 
regarding their plans to install 
new television studio facilities, 
we are only happy to assist.

Temporary Broadcasting 
Studios and Commentary boxes22
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We provide a turn-key 
service including
●  Design & engineering

●  Foundations & sub-structures

●  Acoustic doors/windows

●  Thermal & acoustic insulation

●  Data & electrical fit-out

●  HVAC

●  Vinyl graphics

●  Testing

●  Temporary & permanent solutions

Temporary Broadcasting 
Studios and Commentary boxes 23
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Our custom-built spaces are a great 
idea when you need something 
special yet temporary to captivate 
your audience. An interactive event 
space is the perfect way to promote 
your brand or product by giving 
people something to talk about.

With many design and build options, the 
possibilities are endless. Using various 
materials and construction techniques, 
we have the experience and knowledge  
to create something truly original.

Custom-built Spaces24
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We provide custom-
built spaces for
●  Cinemas

●  Parties

●  Bars & restaurants

●  Nightclubs

●  Promotional events

●  Experiential 

 marketing events



Our temporary roofs are the  
perfect solution for when you  
need a structure that is both 
watertight and weatherproof.

With various options available, all of 
our roofing solutions are designed 
and engineered in line with current 
health and safety legislation.

Temporary Roofs 25
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Our roofing systems 
are available in a 
variety of styles

●  Encapsulation

●  Stages

●  Spectator stands

●  Rain break areas

●  Hospitality arenas

●  Temporary storage

●  Indoor sporting events

●  Media control and 

●  Telecommunication areas

We provide temporary roofs for



20 / vantage event spaces

AESTHETICS
When nothing but a slick and seamless finish will do, we 
offer our clients a dedicated service from the ground up.

●  Decorating 27

●  Event Branding 28

●  Hoarding & Carpentry 29

●  Film & Theatre Set Displays 30
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Decorating 27

We provide
●  Interior & exterior painting

●  High density netted cladding

●  Gobo pattern projections

●  Tables, chairs & covers

●  Linen

●  Cutlery, glassware and crockery

●  Floristry and table centrepieces

●  Branded plinths

●  Stage backdrops

●  Lighting solutions

Having the ability to transform your 
event structure in to something 
that gives your customers the 
‘wow’ factor is something we pride 
ourselves on.

Whether you need lighting and event 
graphics or props and furniture, we 
have you covered from start to finish. 
Our key relationships with the industry’s 
most respected suppliers, ensures that 
your event is dressed up in style.



●  Bespoke designs to your exact requirements

●  All-in-one structure and branding packages

●  Flexible or rigid substrates

●  Sustainable and reusable products

●  Large formats available

●  Full printing service

Having worked on countless global 
events, the staff at Event & Media 
Structures ltd specialise in the 
production and installation of  
event branding.

For this reason, we provide a complete 
event branding solution, including our 
own design and print service. We can  
also build dedicated support structures  
to showcase important messages.  
When it comes to shape, size and  
colour, the possibilities are endless.

Event Branding28
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When it comes to putting the 
finishing touches on a marquee 
sub-structure, temporary staircase 
or any other event structure, you 
need something that looks slick  
and seamless.

From high-density netting to hard 
materials like timber and steel, we can 
accommodate almost any required  
finish and can match your company 
livery or event colour scheme. 

All of our hoarding materials are fire 
safety tested and eco-friendly, giving 
you peace of mind and allowing you 
to concentrate on the more important 
aspects of your event.

Hoarding & Carpentry 29
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Uses include
● Perimeter hoarding

● Sub-structure masking

● Temporary staircase 

 and ramp hoarding

● Storage compartments in

 temporary structure bases

● Bridge finishing &

 undercarriage covering



Working closely with artists and  
set designers, we have the ability  
to turn initial ideas and concepts  
in to atmospheric and professional 
set displays.

Our design team work with cutting- 
edge design technology, allowing  
us the ability to create just about  
anything you require.

Film & Theatre Set Displays30
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… we can design and 
manufacture your  
entire set. 
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CREATIVE
We’ve masterminded boutique pop-up cinemas and 

floating DJ booths in our time and we’re skilled in 
creating events and attractions that’ll get people  

talking about your brand.

●  Create 32

●  Production 33

●  Design & Engineering 34



We’re a dynamic team at Event  
& Media Structures ltd and 
we love nothing more than a 
challenge that calls upon our 
creative talents.

From understanding the concept 
to getting to grips with your brand, 
budget and target market, we’ll put 
together a package of ideas for your 
next event or marketing campaign.

Create32
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Production 33

We will work with you to 
create something special

From bespoke marketing concepts 
to industry exhibitions, we’ll use 
your vision and our expertise 
to produce something stellar. 
Working with our team of skilled 
craftsmen, we guarantee that 
your event, however simple or 
complex, will be completed to  
the highest standard.
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With our experienced design team  
on hand, we are able to bridge the 
gap between creating concepts  
to installing the finished article –  
a complete event solution.

We provide a competitive yet creative 
service to clients in the events industry, 
across the UK and beyond. We  
design and engineer everything  
from conventional camera towers  
to bespoke art installations.

Design & Engineering34
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… we’re always looking  
for a new challenge. 



  We Aim To Please
We are dedicated to providing a service 
which is professional, safe, within budget 
and delivered on-time. Operating 
with a mutual respect for our clients’ 
reputation, we make it our mission to 
represent them in a professional manner. 

Our passionate staff have experience  
in working on leisure, television, theatre, 
sports and entertainment events in both 
the UK and across Europe.

  Problem Solvers
Know what you want but not sure how  
to achieve it? Speak to us – we love a 
challenge! Our Operations team will  
work closely with you to ensure you 
receive the best service possible.

Join our impressive list of satisfied 
customers by calling 01908 224 702 
or visiting www.Event-Structures.co.uk.

Our staff at Event & Media 
Structures ltd have been 
privilaged to be involved in 
some of the most prestigious 
events in the UK and beyond. 
From being involved in projects 
such as the London 2012 
Olympic Games to working  
for the English Premier  
League, we have experienced 
a great deal and look forward 
to working on more exciting 
projects in the future.

Many thanks indeed for 
a job well done. It was 
on time, on cost and 
on quality; the three 
measures that count on 
all projects. Delivering 
on time was critical to 
us and Event & Media 
Structures ltd did a 
fantastic job from start to 
finish. We look forward to 
welcoming you back to 
see it in action.

Mark Ellis 
(Chief Operating Office, Middlesbrough FC)
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@eventandmediastructures

   
@eventandmediastructuresltd  

   
@EM_structures

www.event-structures.co.uk 

T: +44 (0)1908 224 702             E: info@event-structures.co.uk

https://event-structures.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/eventandmediastructures/
https://www.facebook.com/eventandmediastructuresltd
https://twitter.com/EM_Structures

